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4. Collaboration – it works!
5. Moving forward
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Global Science
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
4th Assessment Report (AR4) - 2007
• warming of the climate system is unequivocal
• most of the observed increase in global
average temperatures since the mid-20th
century is very likely due to human activity
• best estimates of projected increases in
global surface temperatures by end of present
century range from 1.8 to 4.0°C
•warming and sea level rise would continue for
centuries, even if greenhouse gas
concentrations were to be stabilized
full report available at http://www.ipcc.ch/
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Global Science Developments
(since 2007)

Climate System
1. global emissions and temperatures trending near upper
limits of range of scenarios considered in IPCC AR4
2. observed decreases in northern hemisphere sea ice far
exceed projections from
climate models
3. measured decreases in
efficacy of carbon sinks
4. Recent focus on
short-lived climate
forcers (e.g. black carbon)
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Global Science Developments
Impacts
1. ocean acidification – major
implications for marine
ecosystems / productivity
2. Global sea level rise – IPCC
AR4 estimates did not include
ice sheet instabilities
 recent California assessment
used range of 0.4 to 1.5 m by
2100
 huge implications for coastal
populations and infrastructure
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Is 1m really that important?
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The best science shows limiting warming to 2 C will be extremely difficult
REF: Arora et al, Geophys. Res. Lett., 2011
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Temperature change target agreed
in 2009 Copenhagen Accord
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To reach ~2o warming target, global CO2 emissions must level off
immediately, and decline to negative values before end of century (i.e.
net CO2 extraction from atmosphere required).
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What does this mean for Canada?
National Science Assessment findings


The impacts of changing climate are already evident
in every region of Canada.

 Impacts of recent extreme
weather events highlight the
vulnerability of Canadian
communities and critical
infrastructure to climate change.

 Climate change will exacerbate
many current climate risks, and present
new risks and opportunities, with
significant implications for communities,
infrastructure and ecosystems.
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More recent trend analysis –
Statistics Canada
EnviroStats: indicators of climate and climate change

Published to date:
• glacier mass balance
• temperature
• sea ice extent
• precipitation

In development:
• snow cover
• permafrost
• others planned

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/bsolc/olc-cel/olc-cel?catno=16-002-X&lang=eng
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Climate change presents a number of
risks, and also opportunities
Many of these risks we understand …
Exacerbate current
climate risks
 Reduced water quality and
quantity across Canada
 Increasing demands for water
 Increased frequency and
magnitude of extreme events

New risks and
opportunities
 New diseases and pests
 New challenges to management
of protected areas
 New opportunities for more
profitable crops and tree species

… but there will also be “surprises”
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Surprises - known unknowns, and
unknown unknowns …
A known unknown – hydrologic impacts of Mountain Pine Beetle

• increased peak flows and water yield
• increased surface erosion
• channel destabilization
• loss of fish habitat

The unknown unknowns –
thresholds, tipping points
and resilience theory
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Because impacts are already evident,
and will increase, adaptation is needed

What is Adaptation?
 adjusting decisions, activities and thinking
because of observed or expected changes
in climate
 we adapt to moderate harm or take
advantage of new opportunities
 adaptation and mitigation are necessary
complements in addressing climate change
“Adaptation means not clinging to fixed methods, but changing
appropriately according to events, acting as is suitable”

Zhang Yu (Sung Dynasty 960-1278)
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Examples of adaptation in Canada
Adaptation is occurring in Canada, both in response to, and
in anticipation of, climate change impacts.
Limiting development in
vulnerable areas

Policies for coastal regions

Implementing heat-health Adapting infrastructure design
alert initiatives

Implemented in urban areas in Thermosyphons to induce artificial
cooling of permafrost
Ontario and Quebec

Vulnerability maps
for permafrost
terrain

Building on pylons to reduce
damage from flooding
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Adaptation involves many players,
and many possible actions
Large or small – examples of actions
taken by:
• individuals
• community groups
• industry
• governments (all orders)

Manitoba Floodway Authority

• Planning
• Technology
• Codes, Standards
and Guidance
• Regulation
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Adaptation is good risk
management
Integrating climate change into existing planning processes
is a practical approach to adaptation.

BC Ministry and Forests and Range
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Collaboration is often key for
successful adaptation
Reasons for Collaboration:
 Avoid maladaptation
 Address barriers (or enablers)
Benefits of collaboration:
•
•
•

Efficient use of resources
Sharing of data and expertise
Build new understanding and synergies

Adaptation Platform
Chair: CCIAD
Plenary
Federal Departments,
Industry Associations,
P/T Governments

Working Groups:
• Science Assessment
• Economics
• Measurement
• Forestry
• Coastal Zones
• North
• others …

Collaboration is the foundation of
Natural Resources Canada’s adaptation programming
•
•
•

Regional Adaptation Collaboratives
Innovative Risk Management Tools
Adaptation Platform
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There are many examples of successful
collaboration
Delta BC case study – federal, regional and local governments
Issues addressed:
 Engineering - Infrastructure
 Planning - Land use planning, flooding, agriculture
 Parks and Culture - Urban forests, cultural
resources
 Police and Fire – Emergency preparedness and
response
 Legal Services - Liability assessments and law suit
response
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Water resource management:
collaborative approaches are essential
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It is always important to build on
existing work
water is THE key crosscutting issue
climate change will affect
timing of flows, water levels,
and water quality
low flow exacerbated by
competing uses – conflicts will
inevitably arise
 solutions felt to lie in water
conservation, integrated water
management, forest
management and increased
water storage.
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More Information

http://adaptation.nrcan.gc.ca
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